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Brightside school billericay ofsted report

The inspection date of 16 September 2014 the overall effectiveness of good - the early years of good provision - the effectiveness of leadership and good management of the Office of Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) regularly inspects schools - please check here for ofsted's latest report. With 452 pupils, The
Great Side Primary School is significantly higher than the average number of pupils in the UK. The school mostly includes male students, with 52% boys and only 48% girls. It is important that schools closely keep a close look at attendance records, try and reduce absentee insistence. The attendance rate of 97.2% of schools is extremely
high, well above average for the country. Newtside Primary School has 16.9 staff members, significantly above average. The 27:1 teacher-to-pupil ratio for this school may make it difficult for the teacher to pay attention to the concerns of individual students. KS2 offers all parties, including the government, parents, school teachers and
Ofsted, the opportunity to reliablely assess students' academic attainment in the final year of their primary school. The average KS2 score of 102 for school is lower than the national average. The figure below the average is £36,278 paid to school teachers. At Great Side Primary School, 93.4% of students speak English as a first
language, which is in line with the country's warage. A total of 452 total female students 217 (48%) total boys 235 (52%) This Avg National Regional School Avg average student attendance half a day may be marked as absence from school, for whatever reason, whether they are allowed or unauthorized. 97.2% had a 96.2% continued
absence of the percentage of students who achieved 38 or more absences, more than both the autumn period and the term spring together. 3.2% 7.2% 8.2% This regional school Avg National Avg Avg. There is a full-time qualified teacher salary of £36,278 £34,055 £35,362 pupil-teacher ratio of the number of students per teacher. A
higher ratio may mean that the teacher is less able to pay attention to the needs of individual students. 26.8: 1 21.2: 1 20.4: 1 Total teachers at school 19 14.3 15 Total teaching assistants the total number of teaching assistants who are permanently assigned to the school. 21 17.5 16.3 Total support staff total number of support staff who
are permanently working at the school. 4 5.9 5.1 Total full-time teachers 16.9 12 13 total full-time teaching assistants 7.8 9.3 10.3 Total full-time support staff 2.1 3.8 3.4 This Avg National Regional School average average class size average number of students per class. 29 27.9 27.3 students where English is the first language is the
percentage of students who speak English as the first language 93.4% (365) 92.5% 79.1% of students with special educational needs the percentage of students who have specific educational needs (SEN). 1.3% (6) 2.9% 2.8% of students eligible for free school meals percentage of students who meet the criteria for free school meals,
and Statutory profit of 6.6% (59) 11.7% 15.4% This Avg National Regional School Avg The total number of students (aged 11) 60 37.1 36.8 math scale score scale scale 100 represents the standard expected at the end of KS2. The scaled rating is from 80 to 120. 100 103.3 102.9 Reading scale score score scale 100 represents the
expected standard at the end of KS2. The scaled rating is from 80 to 120. 102 102.9 102.7 GPS Scaled Score A scaled score of 100 represent the expected standard at the end of KS2. The scaled rating is from 80 to 120. 103 104.1 103.8 This regional school Avg National Avg Math Progress Score is the average progression that students
in math between KS1 and KS2 -3.5 -0.2 -0.3 reading the progress of the average progress score that students made in reading between KS1 and KS2. -2.2 -0.2 -0.1 Write the progress of the average progress score that students in writing between KS1 and KS2 -1.4 0.2 -0.3 This Avg Regional School national average percentage of
students achieving grades is expected to be 63% 71.71.0. 8% 70.3% of students achieving top grades 8% 17.7% 16.8% this Avg Regional School National percentage of students achieving grades is expected 63% 67.8% 66.6% of students achieve grades The top 12% 19.6% 18.9% of this Avg National Regional School Avg national
percentage of students achieving grades is expected 70% 70% 9 76.6% 74.7% of students achieving top grades 23% 18.18.18 5% 14.9% of this Avg National Regional School% of students achieving grades expected 72% 74.3% 73.2% of students achieving top grades 23%23.7% 22.8% Avg Regional School National Aug percentage of
students achieving the standard expected in maths 70% 80.4% 78.6% of students achieving the standard expected in reading 70% 82% 80.3% of students achieving the standard expected in science 78% 82.3% 81.5% Ofsted have been regular school inspections since 2005. After a detailed warning period they conducted a thorough
review of the entire school. Inspectors sit in classes and assess each teacher's teaching ability. They will also evaluate how the current curriculum is run, and how to track each student's progress during their tenure. Each school is graded on a four-point scale: 1 being outstanding, 2 being good, 3 meaning they need improvement, and 4
inadequate symptoms. Those schools reaching outstanding or good degrees may re-inspect for as long as five years; While those receiving lower scores will be reassessed with greater frequency, with little or no notice before the inspectors enter. Ofsted Report for Brightside Primary School on 16/09/2014[View Full Report] Inspection
Date16/09/2014 - 17/09/2014 Inspection TypeS5 Inspection Category of Concernn/a Behavior &amp; safety of pupils2 report for Brightside Primary School on 09/12/2009 [View full report] Inspection on 09/12/2009 - 10/12/2009 TypeS5 Inspection Handle of Concernn /Behavior &amp; Safety of Students2 Pay (cost per pupil) Total Costs
(per pupil) 2015-2016 2014-2015 2013-2014 2012-2013 Total Per Pupil Total Per Pupil Total Per Pupil Total Per Pupil Grant Funding £1,737,036 £3,843 School Generated Income £35,708 £79 Total Income £1,772,292 £3,921 All Teachers Pay £854,280 £1,890 Support Staff + Insurance £202,044 £447 Subtotal £1,056,324 £2,337
£1,043,216 £2,308 £1,046,832 £2,316 £1,099,716 £2,433 Supply Teachers Pay £46,556 £103 £39,324 £87 £37,516 £83 £41,132 £91 All Other Staff Pay £67,348 £149 Building and Premises Cost £121,136 £268 Administrative/Legal Costs £185,772 £411 £163,624 £362 £178,992 £396 £145,092 £321 Catering/Food Costs £51,980 £115
Energy Costs £22,600 £50 £28,024 £62 £21,244 £47 £23,956 £53 Books/Equipment/School Trip Costs £59,664 £132 Software/IT Costs £23,052 £51 Bought in Professional Services £4,972 £11 All Other Costs £39324 £87 Total Costs £1,679,180 £3,715 £1,659,744 £3,672 £1,612,736 £3,568 £1,611,380 £3,565 Are you a member of
staff at Brightside Primary School? Our vacancy list is getting so the tutor program can support your school with the help of our tutor. We have provided tuition fees to more than 100 schools. All our tuition fees are offered online through our own interactive whiteboard. School Teacher Program – Find out more about our national program
here how our tuition program works? Tutor Hunt has been operating for more than 15 years, during this time built up a large number of tutors and teachers, and the widest range of tutors and teachers available covering all major academic subjects nationally. The school teacher program aims to help support and enhance the attainment of
students through our dedicated and experienced tutor. The only tutor who passes our strict eligibility requirements can join our school teacher program. Given the epidemic, it is likely that disadvantaged and vulnerable groups are more affected. Our tutoring program aims to support this group. Our plan doesn't require subsidies (but it can
be supported by an edictor's premium) and is priced at around £60-£80 per lycee (per 15 block lessons). Our goal is to help support and enhance the attainment of students through our dedicated and experienced tutor. Our tuition tailored to the needs of our schools through our interactive online whiteboard, our tutor can teach in groups or
one by one. More than 100 schools are currently using our program to support edicing and learning. Our tutor underwent a thorough and veterinary training process before being accepted into the school teacher program. Which groups and topics are covered for the year? Our program covers math, English and science from year 1 to year
11. If your school is seeking support with a different subject please contact us to see how we can help. Which schools are covered by our program? The school teacher program is open to all schools without restrictions on the amount of lessons booked. Booking.
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